In this paper, we address how to construct efficient retransmission trees for reliable multicast. Efficiency of retransmission trees mainly depends on locations of repairers, which are in charge of retransmitting lost packets. We propose an algorithm for each receiver to find a repairer for efficient recovery. The resulting tree for retransmission is organized by pairs of a receiver and a repairer which is the host "nearest" to the receiver among the multicast group members "nearer" to the sender. We formally prove that the proposed algorithm realizes reliable multicast with only constant times of a lower bound cost achievable through impractical router support. We also evaluate the algorithm through extensive simulations.
Introduction
IP multicast provides an effective way to distribute packets to multiple receivers with reduced bandwidth usage. The initial motivation of IP multicast was to deliver large multimedia data such as video streaming and multimedia conferencing to multiple receivers. Multimedia data is likely to be tolerable to packet loss, and IP multicast has succeeded to deliver them. As IP multicast becomes popular, however, more and more multicast applications are constantly being developed, and some of them attempt to deliver losssensitive data as well.
There have been two major approaches to realize reliable multicast: (1) Tree based approach [1] , [2] : In this approach, hosts in a multicast group are organized into a tree with the sender as the root. Consequently, each host has its parent along the path to the sender. Upon a packet loss, each host requests retransmission to its parent; and (2) Multicast based approach: SRM (Scalable Reliable Multicast) [3] is the prominent one to take this approach. In SRM, a packet loss is recovered by multicasting the packet again. Since SRM does not require strict relation among hosts (receivers), it shows good features such as simple to implement, robust to changes of the multicast group and applicable to many-to-many multicast. Repair via multicast, however, may cause bandwidth wastage due to duplicate multicast packets. In order to suppress them, SRM uses a timerbased suppression mechanism in which, upon detecting a packet loss, each host waits for other's retransmission of the packet in a random interval. While this mechanism reduces the number of duplicate NAK or repair packets significantly, it inevitably delays the recovery process. Compared to the multicast based approach, the tree based approach realizes reliable multicast with reduced bandwidth usage and repair delay since repair packets are retransmitted only to those who miss the packets. In the tree based approach, it is important for each host to find a parent which can provide fast and bandwidth efficient recovery. The previous researches on the tree based reliable multicast have mainly focused on how to make multicast reliable, but not paid much attention to build effective retransmission trees. In RMTP (Reliable Multicast Transport Protocol) [1] , a subset of hosts is manually selected to be repliers. In TMTP (Tree-based Multicast Transport Protocol) [2] , each host simply picks the nearest host as its parent (replier). They may be successful to provide reliability to multicast, but there still remains a problem: how to make a efficient retransmission tree.
In this paper, we propose a novel method to construct an effective retransmission tree. In the method, a retransmission tree consists of pairs of a child and a parent nodes which satisfy a relation called BestRelay. In BestRelay relation, there are two following requirements to find a parent (replier) for efficient recovery: (a) the parent should be a nearer one to the sender since it is more likely to receive packets from the sender than the child; and (b) if there exist multiple such hosts, the parent should be the nearest * host of the child to minimize bandwidth usage and recovery delay. We show that the proposed retransmission tree can be easily constructed by using end-to-end metrics such as simple hop distance informations which need not modify current IP multicast model. Formal analysis reveals that the repair bandwidth of the proposed tree can be bounded on any multicast tree. It is also shown that the proposed tree can be easily applicable to many-to-many multicast session. We present a simple distributed algorithm that constructs the proposed tree in a many-to-many multicast session and implement it on ns-2 [4] . Simulations on ns-2 show that the proposed retransmission tree achieves marked improvements over SRM in the recovery latency and bandwidth consumption.
The most important contribution of this paper is the rigorous analysis showing that the average repair cost required by the proposed tree is only constant times of a lower bound in any multicast tree without modifying the current IP multicast model. Here note that the lower bound repair cost can be achieved by making all the routers store the local copy of each multicast packet they carry and retransmit it upon loss of the packet.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we formally define BestRelay relation, and analyze the efficiency of the proposed tree compared to the lower bound. In Sect. 3, we present the results from a set of performance evaluations on ns-2 of our many-to-many reliable multicast protocols using BestRelay retransmission tree. In Sect. 4, we present related works and discussions. We end the paper with conclusion in Sect. 5.
Best Relay Relation
In this section, we define BestRelay relation formally and analyze its characteristics on a multicast tree. For organizing a retransmission tree, we need to assign a repairer which is in charge of forwarding lost packets for each sender/receiver pair. BestRelay relation is used to find a repairer for efficient recovery.
BestRelay
In this section, we present a formal definition of BestRelay relation. To derive the definition, we model the Internet as an undirected graph. Its nodes correspond to hosts and routers, and its edges correspond to links constituting the Internet. A node has a unique comparable identifier and is denoted by a letter in this paper. The path used for communication from node p to q is a sequence of edges used in the communication and is denoted by pq. The number of edges (hop counts) in the path is denoted by |pq|. We assume that |pq| = |qp|, which mostly holds in the current Internet. Composition of two paths is denoted by '·' as in pq · qr. The following is a list of symbols we will use ordered by increasing binding power: ≡, ⇔, ⇒, ∨, ∧, , (=, , >, <, ≥, ≤), (+, −), ¬, ·. The symbols enclosed in parentheses have the same priority. We sometimes use parentheses to override this binding rule.
We first define an operator between two paths from a common node as follows. Roughly, pq pr holds if, from the common node p, q is nearer than r (using identifier comparison for tie-breaking).
Observe that for any three nodes p, q and r, where q r, pq pr ∨ pr pq always holds, and also that for any four nodes p, q, r and s, pq pr ∧ pr ps ⇒ pq ps always holds. Now we define a relation R among three nodes. Informally, R(p, q, r) holds if, from p, q is nearer than r and if, from r, q is nearer than p. We propose the relation R as a criterion to tell if q can function efficiently as a Relay that repairs packets from r which p lost.
Observe that R(p, q, q) always holds for any two distinct nodes p and q. Observe also that there may be multiple relays that can repair a sender's packets that a receiver lost. For such case, we propose to select a relay that is the nearest to a receiver as BestRelay. This is formally stated in the definition of BestRelay BR as follows.
An example of BR relation is shown at Fig. 1(b) . There are multiple relay nodes of p for the sender node r. q and q satisfy R relation. Because the q is the "nearest" node from p, the BestRelay node of p for the sender r is q node.
In many-to-many communication patterns, there are multiple senders. In an extreme case, all the receivers are senders, too. A receiver has a best relay for each sender in such case. If q is the best relay to a receiver p for a sender, we call q as a neighbor of p, and denote this relation by N(p, q). 
BestRelay on a Tree
Now, we present a formal analysis of BestRelay relation in a tree. We show that BestRelay relation constructs a tree of the host distance graph on a multicast tree.
Unless stated otherwise, every graph is assumed to be a tree in this section. Let Nodes(pq) denotes the set of nodes on pq. Then, we define Junction(p, q, r) as follows. Observe that Junction of three distinct nodes in a tree always yields a singleton. Now we present a number of lemmas that are used in proofs of our main theorems. Detailed proofs of lemmas are omitted by paper length limitation. 
Informally, the next lemma implies that being a neighbor of a host is equivalent to being the bestrelay for itself at the host.
Lemma 4. N(p, q) ⇔ BR(p, q, q)
The next lemma shows that the neighbor relation is symmetric in a tree.
Lemma 5. N(p, q) ⇔ N(q, p)
The last lemma, together with Lemma 5, shows that a neighbor of two different nodes qualifies as a relay between those two nodes.
It is important to note that the set of nodes in a tree modeling a network contains routers as well as hosts. A tree topology suggests a complete distance graph among hosts. If all the nodes of a tree were hosts, then proving the following theorems would be trivial. Informally, the first theorem shows that, in a tree, BR relation imposes a new tree structure on the hosts in a multicast group. An example case of the BestRelay tree network among hosts depicted in Fig. 2 .
Theorem 1. Consider a tree T with m routers and n hosts. Let G =< V, E > where V is the set of n hosts in T and (p, q) ∈ E if and only if N(p, q) holds in T . Then G is a tree.
Proof. The definition of N implies that G is a connected graph. So, it suffices to prove that G is acyclic.
For the sake of contradiction, assume that there exists a cycle in G. Without loss of generality, let (v 1 , v 2 ), (v 2 , v 3 ), · · · , (v n−1 , v n ) and (v n , v 1 ) be the edges in the cycle. If n ≤ 2, then (v 1 , v 2 ) and (v 2 , v 1 ) cannot exist at the same time because G is an undirected graph. In the remainder of the proof, we consider the case when n ≥ 3.
First, we prove the following claim
, where n ≥ 3 Proof. By induction on n. Induction Base. When n = 3,
by Lemma 6 and
Induction Hypothesis. Assume that
By (1), (2), and (3), we conclude that
Where n ≥ 3,
by Lemma 5 ⇒ f alse G is acyclic, and hence is a tree.
Observe that Theorem 1 and Lemma 5 imply that there exist n − 1 pairs of neighbors in a multicast tree with n hosts. Thus, the average number of neighbors at a host is about two.
A network T with 11 routers and 6 hosts are depicted in Fig. 2(a) . The distance between each pair of hosts is represented by a weighted edge in the host distance graph in Fig. 2(b) . Eliminating all the edges between nonneighboring hosts yields a new tree structure in Fig. 2(c) .
Observe that the pairs of adjacent nodes in G represent the neighboring hosts in T and that the tree G is a BestRelay tree of the host distance graph G.
Repair Cost Efficiency Archived by BestRelays
In this section, we analyze the cost requirement for retransmission in the proposed retransmission tree. Repair cost is measured in terms of the number of links that carry repair packets. We examine the efficiency of the proposed BestRelay tree by comparing with the lower bound repair cost. In particular, we prove that the average retransmission cost of our BestRelay tree is not larger than 8 3 times of the lower bound average cost for any multicast tree.
We first examine the lower bound for repairing a lost packet. The cost of retransmitting a lost packet depends on the location of the link that dropped the original packet, and on the location of the repairer. Obviously, the repair node just above the lossy link will induce the minimum amount of repair traffic. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that links in a multicast tree observe the same loss probability, and that repair packets are not lost. Let T S denote a multicast tree from the root to the receiver set S . The number of links in T S is denoted by n S . Let b S denote the lower bound of the average repair cost when one (and only one) link in T S drops a data packet. Let L S (l) denote the number of links at level l in T S . Then, 
Figure 3(a) shows a simple case of lower bound cost. The lower bound retransmission cost is equal to the number of links which are on the multicast paths from the dropped link to receivers. When a receiver misses a packet, the amount of repair cost using BestRelay is the distance from the receiver to its BestRelay. Actually, the retransmission cost may not be the same as the multicast tree edges. In Fig. 4 , we present a physical topology and its corresponding multicast routing tree to discuss the effect of LAN connection. In Fig. 4(b) , the path from H 1 to R 1 counts two hops while the real transmission is performed via only one hop. However, in large scale multicast group, the effect of LAN connection will be reduced, and we consider the number of multicast tree edges as the retransmission cost. In this section, unless stated otherwise, one node's BestRelay denotes the BestRelay node of the node for a specific sender in the multicast tree. If each link drops the packet once in turn, the number of packets missed by a receiver r in S is equal to the number of links from the root (which is equal to the level of r). So, the (accumulative) repair cost for a receiver is the product of its distance to BestRelay and its distance to the root. An example case of the BestRelay retransmission cost is depicted in Fig. 3(b) . Let m S denote the average cost required by BestRelay tree when one link in T S drops a data packet. Then,
from r to its BestRelay
× distance from r to the sender (5) 
Now, we prove the following theorem that gives an upper bound of the ratio of the average repair cost using BestRelay to the lower bound repair cost. Proof. Because of Lemma 7, it suffices to consider receiver sets with more than one receivers. Assume that S is a receiver set that has the maximum m S b S . Among receivers in S , there are receivers which have no downstream links in T S . We call these receivers as external receivers.
Among external receivers in S , we remove one receiver, and let S denote the reduced set. Then,
holds, by the assumption that , we repeat the procedure of removing one external receiver from the receiver set, until
. Let r denote the receiver removed last and S * denote the receiver set after removal. Then let S + = S * ∪ {r}. Note that
holds by the procedure described above. Also let
Because r is an external receiver, ∆B r > 0 holds. By our assumption that holds. Next, we analyze the case when S + has more than one receivers. We consider the relation between nodes in T S + . s denotes the sender (root) of T S , and r denotes the external receiver we removed from T S + . b (branch node) denotes the nearest node from r among s, r and nodes, which have more than one downstream links. If b is one of the receivers (is not the sender) in T S * , let r = b. Otherwise, r denotes the nearest receiver from b except r. p denotes BestRelay of r in T S * . We notice that b and p can be the sender (root) of T S + . Since r and p are in T S * , and p is BestRelay of r in T S * , p and r are distinct. Then, because r is not in T S * , there are three distinct nodes r, r and p in T S + . Because r is the nearest downstream receiver from b, p can not be at downstream of b by the definition of BestRelay. 
We consider three cases according to relation among r, r and p. Since there is one Junction for three distinct nodes in a tree, there is at least one Relay relation by Lemma 1. Thus, there are three disjoint cases R(r, r , p), R(r , r, p), and R(r , p, r) in T S + . Because Relay relation is symmetric, three cases cover all the cases for any three distinct nodes in a tree.
We notice that r 's BestRelay in T S + must be either p or r because any other nearer relay of r can not created except r by adding r to T S * . Now we analyze for three cases.
Case 1. R(r, r , p) on T S +
BestRelay of r is p in T S + , by the following reasoning.
R(r, r , p) ∧ R(r , p, s) holds in T S
BestRelay of r is not changed by removing r from T S + . Since R(r, r , s) holds in T S + , the distance from r to its BestRealy can not be larger than d 2 +d 3 . Then, ∆M r is given by the equation below. β represents the sum of distance increases for other receiver in T S * except r . By definition of BestRelay, the distances from receivers in T S * can not be reduced by removing r from T S + .
holds by assumption of Case 1)
Next, we analyze
Case 2. R(r , r, p) on T S +
BestRelay of r is r in T S + , by the following reasoning. We notice that Junction(r , r, p) = b holds because r is the nearest downstream receiver from b and R(r , r, p) holds.
R(r , r, p) ∧ R(r , p, s) holds in T S + (because BR(r , p, s) holds in T S * ) ⇒ R(r , r, p) ∧ R(r , r, s) in T S + by Lemma 2 ⇒ br bp ∧ R(r , r, s) in T S +
by Lemma 1
⇒ BR(r , r, s) in T S +
(because r 's BestRelay is r or p in T S + ) BestRelay of r is changed from r to p by removing r from T S + . Thus, its distance to BestRelay increases by
Now consider the distance from r to its BestRelay. 
R(r, s, p i
Thus R(p i , r, s) holds in T S + when i < n. Then, the following relation holds. 
Thus, p i 's BestRelay changed to r from p i+1 by adding r when i < n, by (10) . The distance from r to its BestRelay can not be larger than rp n . Thus ∆M r is given by the equation below.
Following equations also hold.
If n = 0, R(r, p 0 , s) holds and the distance from r to its BestRelay cannot be larger than |rp 0 | = d 1 + d 3 . Thus, ∆M r is given by the following equation.
For n > 0, we minimize |p n−1 p n | − |p n−1 r| to maximize ∆M r . When |b n−1 p n | = |b n−1 r|, ∆M r is maximized. |b n−1 p n−1 | = |b n−1 r| also holds, by (11) and (12) .
If n = 1, then ∆M r is given by the following equation.
Now we consider when n > 1.
We conclude that
for all the cases by (13), (14) and (15). Next, we analyze
for Case 2.
(since β ≥ 0 and (15))
Case 3. R(r , p, r) on T S +
BestRelay of r is not changed by removing r from T S + , and R(r, p, s) holds by following reasoning. Let  Junction(r , p, s) 
Since R(r, p, s) holds in T S + , the distance from r to its BestRelay in T S + can not be larger than d 1 + d 3 . Then, ∆M r is given by the equation below. β represents the sum of distance increases for other receivers in T S * except r . By definition of BestRelay, the distances from receivers in T S * can not be reduced by removing r from T S + . 
By (9), (16), (17) and Lemma 8, 
We can see that
. Thus, when D is infinite,
M S B S
is equal to 8 3 . Now we discuss discrepancy of packet delivery routes between unicast and multicast. BestRelay protocol is based on the assumption that the multicast path between two given hosts is the same as the corresponding unicast path. It is valid when the multicast routing protocol is based on a shortest path first algorithm such as DVMRP and MOSPF. When others are employed, the path might be different between them. In this case, however, it is noted that Theorem 2 still holds since retransmitted packets are delivered via unicast, and unicast path is the shortest path.
Simulations
In this section, we present simulation results using ns-2[4] to show the feasibility of BestRelay relation and confirm Theorem 2 in the previous section.
A transit-stub network topologies of 1000 nodes are generated by GT-ITM [5] for simulations. Transit-stub network is a hierarchical composition of random transit domain graphs and random stub domain graphs. It is meant to model both the hierarchical and random nature of the Internet. Transmission delay for local links is set to 2-5 ms, for links outside stub domains is set to 20-30 ms and for links between transit domains is set to 100-150 ms. All the links are symmetric.
We perform five sets of simulation with different sizes of multicast group, and each set consists of ten runs of simulation with different multicast group. For each run of simulation, we randomly select the corresponding number of hosts for the multicast group. To observe the impact of loss rate, we repeat each run of simulation five times with various loss rate from 0.2% to 1%. Each host in a multicast group sends CBR packet at every 100 msec. Comparisons with lower bound bandwidth are shown in Fig. 7 . Here note that, as we mentioned in Sect. 2.3, the lower bound bandwidth is measured by counting the number of links which are on the multicast paths from the dropped link to receivers. In Fig. 7(a) , we present bandwidth ratio for each run of simulation. Y-axis of the figure is the total number of packet transmissions in each simulation, and X-axis is the lower bound transmission of the corresponding simulation. It is shown that the ratio is less than two, and this confirms our earlier analysis. In Fig. 7(b) , we present average values for each set of simulation, and it is shown that the average ratios are mostly around 1.6.
The repair bandwidth and recovery latency of our pro- tocol are presented in Fig. 8 . Figure 8(a) shows the repair bandwidth (in terms of packet hops) required to repair the lost packets and the original CBR traffic. Our repair bandwidth is less than 0.12 times of the original traffic when the loss rate is 1%. Figure 8 (b) shows latency for recovery process. Latency of our protocol is less than approximately 1.3 RTT and decreases as session size increases since nearer neighbors reduce the recovery latency. Finally, we compare our protocol with SRM, which is the representative many-to-many reliable multicast protocol, for presenting relative efficiency of our protocol. Comparisons are depicted in Fig. 9 . Figure 9(a) shows bandwidth ratio. Our repair bandwidth is less than 25% of SRM's for 10 and 20 session sizes and less than 10% for 40 and 80 session sizes. As shown in Fig. 9 (b) our recovery latency is less than 30% ∼ 70% of SRM's. Latency of our protocol decreases as session size increases as mentioned above. SRM may show similar effect if suppression was not employed. However, as pointed out earlier, SRM needs the suppression mechanisms to contain the recovery bandwidth. It is important to note that the bandwidth and the recovery latency can be reduced by our protocols at the same time.
Related Work
In this section, we briefly summarize recent proposals on reliable multicast protocols.
There have been several proposals for providing reliable multicast over IP networks. RMTP [1] and TMTP [2] have firstly proposed to build retransmission trees for reliable multicast. In RMTP and TMTP, a group of receivers is organized as a tree called retransmission tree. A receiver requests retransmission of lost packets to its parent called designated receiver in the tree. RMTP designates statically a subset of hosts to be the repliers. TMTP use an ERS (Expanding Ring Search) for tree organization. A receiver begins by multicasting a SEARCH-FOR-PARENT message with a small TTL bound. If no reply arrives until timeout, the receiver increases TTL bound and repeats the procedure. The nearest node among nodes that respond is selected as its parent. TMTP and RMTP have mainly focused on providing reliability to multicast and not much how to organize efficient retransmission trees.
For efficient reliable multicast, LMS (Light-weight Multicast Service), PGM (Pragmatic General Multicast) and OTERS (On-Tree Efficient Recovery using Subcasting) proposed schemes requiring support from routers [6] - [8] . In LMS and PGM, routers actively select the replier among the receivers, and store the replier link. When a repair request arrives at the router, if it is from the replier link, then it is forwarded to the uplink. Otherwise the request is forwarded to the replier link that leads to the replier. OTERS selects a designated receivers for each subtree of the original multicast routing tree, and a designated receiver sends repairs to entire subtree using subcast. In OTERS, each router is regarded as the root of a subtree of the multicast routing tree. OTERS traces a path to the sender using traceroute, and a host subcasts session messages to find a designated receiver within the smallest subtree to which it belongs. Similarly to expanding ring search, a host enlarges a subtree until it finds a designated receiver.
The proposed scheme in this paper uses BestRelay relation to construct efficient retransmission trees. Because
BestRelay relation needs only hop count distance between hosts, it does not require any support from routers except multicast routing itself. The main advantage of the scheme is that bandwidth consumption for retransmission can be bound to a constant times of the lower bound bandwidth. We have formally proved that boundedness of BestRelay retransmission tree at Sect. 2.
SRM [3] , [9] , [10] takes multicast-based reliable multicast for many-to-many multicast environment. When a host detects a packet loss, it multicast NAK to entire group of receivers. Any other receiver that has the requested packet can send a repair packet. The repair packet is also multicasted to the entire group. SRM uses timer based suppression mechanism for reducing duplicated NAKs and repair packets. It is successful to provide reliable multicast for manyto-many communications with simple and robust ways. In [11] , CESRM (Caching-Enhanced Scalable Reliable Multicast) has been proposed. In CESRM, each request and replier host pair is cached for reducing recovery latency. In simulation based comparison in Sect. 3, however, it has been shown that well-organized retransmission tree may outperform SRM in both bandwidth consumption and delay for retransmission.
In [12] , a reliable multicast protocol for heterogeneous networks has been proposed. In this protocol, proxy hosts are used to deal with heterogeneous networks. BestRelay relation in this paper can be used for locating the proxy hosts. A throughput analysis of reliable multicast in active networks has been presented in [13] . It has been shown that reliable multicast can be implemented more efficiently in active networks since routers perform more active services such as packet caching and NACK aggregation. However, it can not be directly applicable to general IP networks.
Recently, many application layer (overlay) multicast approaches have been proposed [14] - [21] . Yoid (Your Own Internet Distribution) [16] , HMTP (Host Multicast Tree Protocol) [19] and TAG (Topology Aware Grouping) [21] contruct tree structure among end hosts for relaying multicast packets to group members. Tree construction protocol of Yoid and HMTP find a close host for parent node. However, these protocols do not rebuild parent/child relation even if more useful relaying host joined. These protocols' efficiency highly depend on join order of members. TAG approch uses explicit underlying routing topology information by using a network path-finding tool such as traceroute or tracepath. Our BestRelay relation constructs also end host tree structure. Because the BestRelay relation require only end-to-end distance informations, it can be easily applied for application layer multicast. We will analyze and investigate application layer multicast protocols based on our BestRelay relation as our future works.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed an algorithm for organizing efficient retransmission trees for reliable multicast. The proposed algorithm uses BestRelay relation to find efficient repairer for each receiver in a multicast group. We have formally proved that the average repair cost of retransmission tree with BestRelay relation is only smaller than 8 3 times of a lower bound cost which can be achieved only with impractical router support. We have performed extensive simulations and showed that the proposed algorithm is feasible and scalable enough to deploy in the current Internet.
